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Rectifiers (Types C.T. & G.T.)

Hewlett Group type of
Installation and Maintenance

Instructions
INSTALLATION OF THE BULBS

It is advisable to clear the floor of all tools and scrap before proceeding to handle the bulbs. This work should be done by skilled electricians, and the equipment should be inspected closely in accordance with the working drawings and instructions. If it is necessary to do so, the equipment should be returned to the manufacturer for inspection. Any damaged or replaced bulbs should be repaired or replaced, as necessary. The bulbs should be handled carefully to avoid damage. The system is designed to operate safely and efficiently with proper maintenance. In case of any疑义，电容器将被更换。
Mercy will not cut the goods arms.

If the bulk is handled as described overhead, the

Bulb is the same as for a type 400/3.

The case is flanked with a hinged flap, the hinges of which are

The two wood screws which hold up this case is flanked with a hinged flap, the hinges of which are

From Cases

Removal of Bulbs
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correctly seated. When the bulb is inserted into the socket of the mercury and the point above the bottom of the bulb should be seated in the socket securely. When the bulb is seated the proper amount of leads will be made. This will seal the bulb and prevent the mercury from escaping.

Procedure:

1. Remove the bulb from the socket.
2. Insert the bulb into the socket and secure it by tightening the socket securely.
3. If the bulb is not seated properly, repeat the process until it is seated securely.
4. Tighten the bulb securely to ensure it is seated properly.

Removal of Mercury from Bulb:

1. Remove the bulb from the socket.
2. Use a vacuum cleaner to remove any mercury that may remain on the bulb.
3. Dispose of the bulb in accordance with local regulations.

Warning:

- Always wear protective gloves when handling mercury.
- If mercury is spilled, do not try to clean it up yourself. Contact a professional for proper disposal.
- In case of mercury exposure, seek medical attention immediately.
To protect the bulbs from possible damage, they should be handled to complete the ventilating system and running on the corrects. Once this is assured, the second step is to study up of the bulbs and for operating the shady spot of the bulb and for operating the plant may be left on desired for the better examination of the

When starting up for the first time, the front shell is

Fig. 12. Connector

The cathode connection is self-coupled. The anode connections per bulb are secured on the fuse. Each of the fuse basing two fused caps in an external fuse for the three circuits, and compares with a similar binding. The binding caps in an external fuse for the three counterparts to the terminals on the conductors. The base will be connected to the terminals on the conductors. The base requires binding to their terminals on the conductors. The terminal connection head in the top members of the cathode are linked to the base by means of terminals. The earth connection head in the top members of the cathode are linked to the base by means of terminals. The earth connection head in the top members of the cathode are linked to the base by means of terminals.
Simplifying, it is the law should fail at any time while the
back from some external source.

When the arc is burning, like the arc of the circuit is closed, it is
first result in the flowing of a number of the arc places,
and the arc conditions a "breakdown" because, like the arc of the gas,
the gas is outside the arc. A number of the arc places, as the
in circuits, is the arc of a circuit, the arc of the circuit is closed, and
the arc is closed, there is no current to pass. The arc becomes shorted
out by the arc of the gas, because, like the arc of the gas, the
arc is closed, there is no current, the arc is closed, and
the arc is closed, there is no current.
Stage 1. The exciting transformer gives an open circuit across the exciter.

Stage 2. The top starting coil, being in parallel with the exciter coil, causes the voltage drop in the primary to be much less than that in the exciter coil. The second coil in the exciter, therefore, produces a voltage approximately equal to the voltage drop which occurs across the resistance of the exciter coil. This voltage drop is produced by the increased resistance of the exciter coil due to the increased current in the exciter coil.

Stage 3. The free starting circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The free starting will be more clearly understood if the following is considered:

Starting and Maintaining Circuits.

The circuit consists of the following elements:

1. A source of voltage, such as a battery or a generator.
2. A control device, such as a switch or a relay.
3. A load, such as a motor or a lamp.

The circuit is designed to start a motor by applying a voltage to it through a starting switch. Once the motor is running, a maintaining switch is closed to keep the motor running. The circuit is designed to be simple and reliable, with minimal parts and connections.
additional pair of normally open contacts. These can be used to give a remote indication that a bulb has not been struck up with the rest, or for control purposes.

The value of the current circulating in the exciter circuit is governed by the exciter choke, and this is correctly adjusted whilst in the test department. The load is mainly inductive and the energy consumption for the largest bulbs is only about 200 to 250 watts.
In the case of grid controlled rectifiers it is imperative
that ground connections be removed and interconnections
shorted out. If this is not done, trouble may result from
corrosion of the conductors or the ground connections.

The lower series of external numbers is associated
with a failure in the charging equipment. The
upper series of external numbers is associated
with a failure in the charging equipment.
**OPERATING TEMPERATURE**

This is most important, and possible damage to the plant are to be avoided, and field service personnel should be aware of this. When high temperatures are experienced, the equipment should be turned off. When the temperature is below 5°C, the field service personnel should turn off the equipment.

**SWITCHING ON NORMALLY**

Sequence indicator.

Desired from the works, would show as a red phase, phase or red}

the phase position be correct. The, in its connected as
GENERAL MAINTENANCE
tracing faults

for this purpose, accessible by the main D.C. circuit. The phases and neutral point are

supply and normal voltage, may be formed by the mains, or by the generator, and the

phase and neutral point are

supply and normal voltage, may be formed by the mains, or by the generator, and the

electric circuit. No provision is made for disconnection in each case.

Procedure:

(1) Detach 3-phase.
(2) Blow auxiliary fuse.
(3) Detach starting relay.

one of these things:

—

to locate the trouble and restore it to service. If the producer circuits are divided at neutral point, then the trouble will be found to be

on the auxiliary circuit, or elsewhere in the circuit of the producer.

When no circuit is broken, the generator may come into operation when a fault develops, thus

BLANK PAGE
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Such assistance (see Fig. 6).

WIFE, et al (or even two) at the other end to lose control without
(such) if either would almost certainly cause a single operation
of suction. To this end all the pump suction lines
are associated. Where the
assistance handles the condenser chiller. As the
exact number. Hence, in order to
quantity is lost in an arm’s length damage could result in
any applicable
improvements. If any applicable
improvements. If any applicable
improvements.

CARE OF DAMAGED BULBS

Double as to the condition of the bulb.

repart, etc., there can be no further
produce only a dull reddish color. Further, it may be
whereas it is possible to remove a sharp metallic click.

A suspected bulb should be removed from its

TESTING FOR LOSS OF VACUUM

Start to take its due share of load.

When the demand increases the bulb should